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Abstract—This paper provides an explanation of the various harmonic mitigation techniques 

available to solve harmonic problems in three phase power systems.This paper explains the 

operation of each type of mitigation alternative and there is no single solution that is 

universally superior. After careful problem analysis and a clear understanding of end user 

objectives, quite often the best economical and technical solution is a hybrid solution; that is 

the combination of multiple technologies. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Harmonics are voltages and frequencies with frequencies that are integer multiples of the 
fundamental power frequency being 50 or 60 Hz. These are electric voltages and currents that 
appear on the electric power system which shows as a result of different kinds of electric 
loads. This is the term used for unwanted and possibly destructive current flow. This result 
from the distortion of sine wave caused naturally by non-linear load. Most usable harmonics 
are the low order integral harmonics, basically from the 2nd to the 31

st
. Commonly, these are 

produced by and are the by-product of modern electronic equipment such as personal or 
computers, laser printers, fax machines, telephone systems, stereos, radios, TV’s, adjustable 
speed drives and variable frequency drives and any other equipment powered by switched- 
mode power supply equipment. 

The above mentioned electronic equipment is also referred to as nonlinear loads. This type 
of nonlinear loads generates the harmonics. This equipment’s are typically form a large 
portion of the electrical nonlinear load in most electrical distribution systems. These are 
basically two types of nonlinear loads: single phase and three phase. Single phase nonlinear 
loads are prevalent in modern office buildings while three phase nonlinear loads are 
widespread in factories and industrial plants. 

In an electrical system harmonics create: 

a) Large load currents in the neutral wires of a 3 phase system. Theoretical the neutral 
current can be up to the sum of all 3 phases therefore causing overheating of the neutral wires. 
Since only the phase wires are secure by circuit breakers of fuses, this can proceed in a 
potential fire hazard. 

b) Overheating of standard electrical supply transformers which shortens the life of a 
transformer and will especially destruct it. When a transformer fails, the cost of lost 
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productivity during the emergency repair far exceeds the replacement cost of the transformer 
itself. 

c) Poor power factor conditions that result in monthly utility penalty fees for major users 
with a power factor of less than 0.9. 

d) Resonance that produces overcurrent surges. This results in the destruction of capacitors 
and their fuses and damaged surge suppressors which will cause an electrical system 
shutdown. 

e) Overheating in neutral conductors, transformers, or induction motors. 

f) False tripping of the branch circuit breakers. 

g) Deterioration or failure of power factor correction capacitors. 

Classification of Harmonics: 

a) Fundamental harmonics (50Hz) – positive sequence 

b) 2nd harmonics – negative sequence 

c) 3rd harmonics – zero sequence 

d) 4th harmonics – positive sequence 

e) 5th harmonics – negative sequence 

f) 6th harmonics – zero sequence 

g) 7th harmonics – positive sequence etc. 

Triplen harmonics are all odd harmonics which are multiple of third harmonics. In 3 phase 
4 wire system, they are in state with each other and add numerically in the neutral conductor 
wire. 

 

II. ACTIVE FILTERS 

This method uses knowledgeable electronics and power section IGBTs to inject equal and 
opposite harmonics onto the powersystem to cancel those generated by other equipment. 
These filters supervise the nonlinear currents required from nonlinear loads (such as AFDs) 
and electronically generate currents that match and cancel the destructive harmonic currents. 
Active filters are inherently non-resonating and are easily connect with system loads in 
parallel. For the controlof harmonic distortion levels active filters are provided suitable 
opinions in many applications. 

 Active filters have the benefit of being able to compensate for harmonics without 
fundamental frequency reactive power concerns. The active filters concept uses power 
electronics devices to produce harmonic components which cancel the harmonic components 
from the nonlinear loads. These active filters are comparatively new and a number of different 
topologies are being proposed. With each topology, there are issues of required component 
ratings and methods of rating the overall filter for the loads to be compensated.  

This is the most versatile flexible solution compared to others.Like an automatic 
transmission in a car, active filters are designed to approve a full range of expected operating 
conditions upon installations, without requiring further adjustments by the operator. Active 
harmonic filters are comparatively new and rather costly but have several benefits. They are 
inherently current limiting, have no resonance problems, and can be configured to either 
correct the full spectrum of harmonics or to target specific harmonics. Although this 
technology is fresh, it has important benefits and should be watched carefully.  
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Figure-1 Schematic Diagram of Shunt active power filter 

 

Shunt active power filter is a device which is able to compensate for both current 
harmonics and power factor. This filter has been introduced as a way to overcome the power 
quality problems caused by nonlinear and reactive loads. These power electronics devices are 
designed with the goal of obtaining a power factor close to 1 and achieving current harmonics 
and reactive power compensation. The usual approaches for the control of shunt active filters 
are based on two hierarchical control loops: an inner one that assures the desired current and 
an outer one in charge of determining its required shape and the appropriate power balance as 
well. 

 

 

Figure-2 Schematic Diagram of SeriesActive Power Filter 

 

Series active power filters are operated mainly as a voltage regulator and as a harmonic 
isolator between the nonlinear load and the utility system. The series connected filter protects 
benefit the consumer from an inadequate supply voltage quality. This type of approach is 
mostly recommended for compensation of voltage unbalances and voltage sags from the AC 
supply and for low power applications and represents economically attractive alternatives to 
utility power system, since no energy storage is energy and the overall ratings of the 
components is smaller. The series active filters insert a voltage component in series with the 
supply voltage and therefore can be regarded as a controlled voltage source, compensating 
voltage sags and swells on the load side. 

 

III. LINE REACTORS 

Line Reactors are the simplest and lowest cost means of attenuating harmonics. They 
connect in series (Fig. 3) with an individual non-linear load such as an adjustable frequency 
drives (AFD). By inserting series inductive reactance into the circuit, they attenuate harmonics 
as well as absorb voltage transients that may otherwise cause a voltage source AFD to trip on 
over-voltage. The magnitude of harmonic distortion and the actual spectrum of harmonics 
depend on the effective impedance that the reactor represents in relation to the load. A line 
reactor is a three-phase series inductance on the line side of an AFD. If a line reactor is applied 
on all AFDs, it is possible to meet IEEE guidelines where up to 15% to 40% of system loads 
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are AFDs, depending on the stiffness of the line and the value of line reactance. Line reactors 
are available in various values of percent impedance, most typically 1–1.5, 3, and 5%. 

 

Figure-3 Linear Reactors 

The input harmonic current distortion (both magnitude and phase angle) depends on the 
rectifier type being used and the effective source impedance. While the nameplates of most 
main supply transformers and line reactors includes an impedance rating, that rating indicates 
the per unit impedance relative to its rated full load current. The effective impedance reduces 
proportionately with the reduction in actual load current. This means that a transformer or line 
reactor rated at 5% impedance, appears as an impedance of only 2.5% for a load that draws 
only 50% of the rated current. The percent input impedance, relative to a given load, is the 
voltage drop across the total input circuit impedance (transformer & conductor & reactor) 
caused by fundamental load current flowing though this impedance, compared to system 
voltage, as demonstrated by equation,  

 

Where: If = Fundamental current, Xf = Reactance at fundamental frequency, VL-L = Line 
to line voltage (rms) 

In many cases, the main transformer is many times larger in capacity than the individual 
loads to which it supplies power. This means that the transformer impedance is often very low, 
when it is relative to the individual loads. As an example, if a 500KVA, 5% impedance 
transformer were feeding several 50KVA loads, to each individual load it would actually 
represent only 0.5% impedance, or one tenth of its nameplate impedance rating. If the load 
current is reduced, it will appear as lower percent impedance yet. Because transformer 
impedance is usually very small relative to the connected loads, line reactors are applied to 
each individual non-linear load to increase the effective impedance. Normal,and desired levels 
of impedance range from about 3% to 6% for power quality purposes. This also limits the full 
load voltage drop to reasonable levels. 

In this case, if the load was a six pulse rectifier type voltage source drive, the input 
harmonic current distortion would be as high as 100% total harmonic current distortion (THD-
I). If a line reactor, of 5% impedance, based on the actual load current, is added in series to the 
input of the rectifiers, the harmonic distortion reduces to less than 35% THD-I. 

 

IV. LOW PASS HARMONICS FILTER 

Low pass harmonic filters (LPHF) have gained popularity due to their ability to attenuate all 

harmonic frequencies;it can achieve low levels of residual harmonic distortion and offer 

guarantee-able results. Although historically several circuit configurations have been used, 

today the typical low pass filter configuration includes one or more series elements plus a set 

of tuned shunt elements as shown in Fig. 4. 
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Figure 4 – typical connection of Low Pass harmonic filter 

 

The series elements increase the input circuit effective impedance to reduce 

overallharmonics, as well as to de-tune the shunt circuit relative to both the supply end and 

loadside of the filter. The shunt circuit is detuned away from a harmonicfrequency from 

either direction to prevent the attraction of harmonics from other sources supplied by the 

samefeeder or transformer as well as minimizing the possibility of resonance.  

The shuntelements are tuned in such a manner as to remove most of the remaining 

circuitharmonics (primarily 5th and 7th). The low pass filter forms a hybrid combination of 

seriesand shunt elements that can be applied without performing system harmonic analysis. 

      A low pass harmonic filter connects in series with and ahead of the 6-pulse rectifier 

load(s). While there is very little distortion at the input stage of this filter, the output stage, 

where the load is connected, may have significant amounts of current and voltage distortion. 

It is recommended that only non-linear loads be connected due to the voltage distortion at the 

output stage of this filter. Operating linear loads, such as motors, from a distorted voltage 

source, can cause increased heating and lower life expectancy for the linear loads. 

       Due to the series reactance, the typical low pass harmonic filter will experience voltage 

drop under loaded conditions. Voltage boosting will occur under no load conditions, due to 

the presence of the shunt capacitor and reactor. Typical regulation is about 5% but experience 

has shown as much as 10% voltage boosting may occur with some types of low pass filters. 

Some low pass harmonic filters may not be suitable for use with silicon controlled rectifiers 

(SCRs). Some low pass filters may require that external reactors be installed either to the line 

or load side of the filter in order to achieve the expected results. 

 

V. IGBT BASED FAST SWITCHED HARMONIC FILTERS 

      An automatic filter is very useful when the reactive power changes occasionally over 

time, without extremely rapid swings in loading conditions. In those situations involving 

dynamic loads rapidly changing demands for reactive power, a typical automatic filter will 

not respond quickly enough to meet the reactive power requirements of the load and to 

maintain acceptable power factor or harmonic distortion levels. 

     The solution to supplying reactive power and harmonic mitigation for dynamic loads is the 

fast switched harmonic filter. These filters are switched very rapidly IN and OUT of the 

circuit using Isolated Gate Bipolar Transistors (IGBT) instead of contactors. This type of 

filter is capable of soft switching the capacitors, so as not to create a voltage spike. It can be 

switched, without discharging the capacitors, at switching rates up to 60 times per second.  

The main advantages of this filter are the capability to switch without transients and to 

respond in real time, to dynamically changing load conditions. The performance of the fast 

switched filter is similar to the performance that can be expected from a typical tuned filter, a 

total harmonic current distortion from 3 to 12% (for multiple mixed loads). 
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VI. TUNED HARMONIC FILTERS 

A tuned harmonic filter is a device with two basic elements: inductive and capacitive. These 

reactive elements are connected in series to form a tuned LC circuit. The tuned harmonic 

filter is connected as a shunt device to the power system, as shown in Fig. 5.  

In many cases, tuned harmonic filters are applied on a facility wide basis at the service 

entrance, or at distribution transformers. The tuned harmonic filter is a resonant circuit at the 

tuning frequency so its impedance is very low for the tuned harmonic. Due to its low 

impedance at the tuned harmonic frequency, the tuned filter now becomes the source of the 

tuned frequency harmonic energy demanded by the loads, rather than the utility. 

 

 
 

Figure. 5 – Connection of tuned filter 

 

A tuned filter is normally used when the total harmonic current distortion is greater than 20% 

THD-I. In cases where the initial total harmonic current distortion is lower than this amount, 

the capacitance of the tuned filter may interact with power system reactance and cause a 

resonance problem. In situations like this, installation of harmonic filters may be considered 

on the individual loads which are generating the harmonics.  

When a tuned harmonic filter is applied on a system consisting of a mixture of linear and 

non-linear loads (service entrance or distribution transformer), it is possible to achieve 

distortion levels in the range from 3 to 12% THD-I. Although the filter is a very low 

impedance path for the tuning harmonic, there will always be some harmonic current flowing 

through the electrical system because the main transformer is a parallel path (from the load 

point of view) and the current will divide according Ohm’s law between the filter and the 

main transformer. Like virtually any harmonic mitigation technology, the harmonic filter 

does not eliminate the tuned harmonic, it only mitigates it. 

 

VII. ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS 

An isolation transformer is a transformer used to transfer electrical power from a source of 

alternating current (AC) power to some equipment or device while isolating the powered 

device from the power source, usually for safety. Isolation transformers provide galvanic 

isolation and are used to protect against electric shock, to suppress electrical noise in 

sensitive devices, or to transfer power between two circuits which must not be connected.  

Isolation transformers block transmission of the DC component in signals from one circuit to 

the other, but allow AC components in signals to pass. Transformers that have a ratio of 1 to 

1 between the primary and secondary windings are often used to protect secondary circuits 

and individuals from electrical shocks. 

Since input circuit reactance is a major determining factor for the magnitude of harmonics 

that will be present and flowing to an individual load, isolation transformers can be used 

effectively to reduce harmonic distortion. The leakage inductance of isolation transformers 
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can offer appropriate values of circuit impedance so that harmonics are attenuated. The 

typical configuration of isolation transformer, for power quality purposes, is delta primary 

and wye secondary. 

      Like a reactor, the inductive reactance is low enough at the fundamental frequency to 

easily pass fundamental current, but increases proportionately for harmonic frequencies and 

can achieve performance similar to that of a line reactor. Additionally, the isolation 

transformer can be supplied with an electrostatic shield between the primary and secondary 

windings. Due to the capacitive coupling between each winding and the shield, a low 

impedance path is created to attenuate noise, transients and zero sequence currents. The 

shield helps to mitigate the common mode disturbances to their originating side (primary or 

secondary) of the transformer. The wye secondary transformer has the capability of providing 

a new electrical ground for the load circuit. 

       Isolation transformers can achieve the same harmonic attenuation as for line reactors, 

provided they are sized properly. De-rating a transformer or line reactor, results in lower 

effective percent impedance and thus higher harmonic current distortion.  

The advantage of an isolation transformer is that it can reduce both common mode (when an 

electrostatic shield is used) and normal mode disturbances as well as provide circuit isolation. 

Disadvantages are physical size, circuit losses and cost. Isolation transformers are also used 

for the power supply of devices not at ground potential. Without the isolation transformer, the 

lighting circuits on the mast would conduct radio-frequency energy to ground through the 

power supply. 

 

VIII. 12 & 18 PULSE RECTIFIER 

This technique involves a special type of rectifier and transformer configuration as 
illustrated in Fig. 10a, 10b. Rather than being an add-on solution like the previous ones, this 
version must be ordered upfront from the manufacturer of the power electronics equipment, 
because it involves internal changes to the input rectifier section. 

We noticed earlier that a standard six pulse rectifier caused a predictable harmonic 
spectrum consisting of the 5th, 7th, 11th, 13th, 17, 19th…harmonics. For three phase power 
systems and rectifiers, the harmonics which will normally be present in the input current 
harmonic spectrum can be identified by the following equation (EQ .): 

h = k P +/-1,  EQ 1. 

where: 

k is an integer (1,2,3, etc) and 

P is the number of rectifier pulses on the dc bus waveform for one cycle of ac input voltage 
(it is also the number of individual rectifiers used in the rectifier). 

 

Fig. 10 (a) 12-pulse rectifier (12 diodes) 
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Fig. 10 (b) 18-pulse rectifier (18 diodes) 

 

Therefore, 12 and 18-pulse rectifiers will normally cause the following harmonic 
frequencies to be present in the input current spectrum: 

12-pulse => 11, 13, 23, 25 … 

18-pulse => 17, 19, 35,37 … 

In each of these cases, the 5th and 7th harmonics, which normally have the largest 
magnitudes of all of the individual harmonics, are (theoretically) eliminated. In real practice, it 
is common to see small amounts (2-3%) of these harmonics present. Having nearly eliminated 
the normally strong 5th and 7th harmonics, these rectifier schemes can achieve low levels of 
harmonic distortion. 

Harmonic mitigation occurs by phase shifting one bridge rectifier against the other(s) 
causing specific harmonics from one bridge rectifier to cancel those from the other. Phase 
shifting is accomplished through the multiple secondary windings of the transformer. In the 
case of the twelve pulse system, the transformer has two separate secondary windings – one in 
wye and one in delta configurations. The eighteen pulse system utilizes a transformer with 
three phase shifted windings. The degrees of phase shift between each secondary winding is 
360 divided by the number of rectifier pulses (ie: 12-pulse = 30o and 18-pulse = 20o). 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 

This paper is an effort to present the techniques which are used for the mitigation of harmonic 

techniques. When it comes to mitigating harmonic current distortion power electronic 

equipment have many techniques.All the techniques have their own properties and researches 

are still going on to reduce the harmonics.Better performance is obtained by active filters 

compared to other techniques. 
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